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a culture or an individual projects on a certain polarity, or its polar
opposite – the idea that what is good is always in conflict with
what is bad, or right is always in opposition to what is wrong -- is
a matter of a young Soul’s limited awareness and perspective.
That said, we would like to reiterate that the Earth you know resides in the third universal dimension, and whether we are speaking of the third sub level of the third universal dimension, or the
fourth, fifth, sixth or seventh sub levels (known to you as the Astral Planes) of that third universal dimension, all Earth densities
and the space they occupy in your region of the Galaxy are considered by the Galactic community to be “free will” realities. This
designation is gifted by the highest dimensional orders, including
the ninth universal dimensional realm of Avatars (the System
Lords), the tenth universal dimensional realm of the Universal
Avatars and the eleventh universal dimensional realm of the Sons
of God resonance, which we have discussed previously. As a reality based in Free Will and choice, entities, particularly those of
lower vibrational polarity, may not interfere with you directly or
harm you against your will. Therefore, no blatant act of aggression or conquest by those from outside the Earth densities is possible. However (and this is a rather important “however”), also
because of free will and the current limited level of human consciousness it is possible for you or those within your realm to invite the participation and assistance of outside entities from either
persuasion – service to others or service to self. And to be clear,
it is not mandated that any entity provide you with a truthful accounting of its intentions, but only that you use your consciousness
and free will in exercising a choice in alignment with your own
Truth – a Truth that you are also able, through free will, to revise
and redirect constantly.
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All of this means it is possible, through free will and choice, to invite into your world the participation and potentially the manipulation of those beings and entities from other worlds that have
malevolent intent or self-serving interests. Most of your mythology or religious teachings that warn against the “influence” of socalled “evil” is generally a metaphoric reference to such possibility.
We would suggest that this possibility is in fact a reality and there
have been associations and alliances made, in particular through
your secret government organizations, with certain groups of such
extraterrestrial beings, some of whom have enticed decision makers with offers to assist them by providing advanced technologies
that would serve as avenues for these same organizations and individuals to gain worldly success and unlimited power. This is particularly true of many of the technological advances, some still
unknown to most humans on Earth, that have been developed and
used throughout your world during the past 50 and more importantly in the past 25 years.
Though there are certainly benevolent extraterrestrial beings that
have attempted to assist your species overall by curtailing such effects, it should be known that there are those highly placed (by the
populace generally) humans, groups and organizations that based
on pre-lifetime arrangements and karmic Soul associations have
invited the direct participation of extraterrestrial entities and alien
civilizations that do not necessarily have the best interest of Earth’s
angelic Soul human population at heart. Unbeknownst to their
“human” associates, the most prevalent of these extraterrestrial
races at the present time has as their principal objective the hampering of your evolutionary universal Ascension and even the permanent isolation of your world together with the Souls
experiencing incarnation cycles within it.Their efforts are geared
towards potentially trapping your world and the Souls that inhabit
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it in universal third dimensional density without the possibility of
Ascension at this juncture in order to exploit your realm for their
own species and purposes.
An explanation and short history as it concerns these statements
may be in order here. As we have said previously, since its beginnings your world has been visited by extraterrestrial beings from
related as well as higher dimensional planes. Such visitations and
assistance are a universal precept related to the creation, propagation and growth of new worlds. When these worlds, having been
created, are ready to receive sentient life (again, using our definition of sentient here), there are higher dimensional cultures and
orders that are mandated to assist in genetically engineering physical bodies that can accommodate and contain the Souls that have
either been cast out for that purpose or that have chosen to undergo incarnation cycles within that new world. In general, these
Souls evolve in a manner you are familiar with through many cycles of incarnations on both a physical and a spiritual level. These
cycles of incarnation may, in some cases, follow the larger cycles
of planetary and dimensional Ascension of which you are now familiar so that it is possible for a Soul matrix to grow in conjunction with the evolution of a specific world or dimensional realm,
evolving as it does.
In most cases when a proper course of evolution has been
achieved in a new world, one species that is native to it will emerge
and be designated “guardian” of that particular realm and this will
sometimes encompass a particular region of time and space. It is
usually at this point that dimensional free will and evolutionary
choice are also achieved. Thus, through genetic refinements and
physical engineering assistance received from higher dimensional
beings whose mission it is to assist that world’s (time and space)
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evolution, the guardian species, and whatever races the species
may contain, evolve in consciousness, awareness, free will and physical attunement to the point where one day it is able to take its
place within the larger galactic family through the process of Ascension. At a certain point in the continuous evolutionary Ascension process (after many 260,000 year cycles,) a guardian
species awakes to finally understand its origins as well as its mission within the context of its jurisdiction, and thus wholly new avenues of Soul growth for incarnating Souls becomes possible.
More than half a billion years ago the human angelic species was
designated, in principle, to serve as the guardian species of Earth.
But it is the third seeding of humankind on Earth that began approximately 3 million years ago that can be said to hold the closest genetic link to the physical beings that evolved from that
seeding, which you know as the humans of today. That seeding
came about following two prior homo genus extinctions, and it
followed on the heels of the more recent extinction, approximately fifty million years ago, of a species you know as the dinosaurs. Thus the first two ancient seedings of homo genus, the
seeding of the dinosaur species and the third and final seeding of
human genus that followed, all represent what has been referred
to by various ancient cultures as the Four Worlds of Earth, the
Fifth World soon to arrive with the coming Ascension activation.
Though many hundred million years prior, the first two seedings of
human-like beings failed for a variety of reasons mostly related to
the inability over time of Souls to consistently and successfully incarnate in physical form within the context of the physical vehicle
that had evolved. The physical beings that resulted from the second seeding were not truly related to present day homo sapiens
genetically and they evolved into a species that could be better
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described as humanoid-like giants existing along side other humanoid-like beings that had an incoherent variety of physical attributes including winged beings (these would appear to you more
like demonic beings than the angelic beings you might picture) and
physical bodies that possessed a combination of human-like, animal
and other “off-world” appendages and features. The humanoidlike beings of the second seeding became extinct when their DNA
and physical form were no longer viable for human angelic Soul incarnation, growth or evolution. Many of the stories and portrayals in ancient cultures of animal-man hybrid beings are actually
energetic echoes in consciousness derived from the second human
seeding. It should be noted that these cultures were only expressing a lingering thought-form that resided in man’s consciousness as symbols, portrayed by them millennia after their actual
existence.
Following the demise of the second humanoid-like seeding, a long
period of non-human existence on Earth saw the intrusion of a
highly evolved fourth dimensional reptilian species that attempted
to infiltrate Earth and create a guardianship of its own genetic lineage. This fourth dimensional reptilian race, originating in the
Draco constellation, anticipated that through time its own lineage
would eventually provide physical vehicles of incarnation that
would evolve on Earth to a point of galactic awareness and would,
at the designated time, provide their species with a strategic
foothold in your dimensional realm and solar system. The Earth
species they created at the time are loosely known today as the
dinosaurs.
The Draco reptilian species was and remains a very successful and
intelligent group of third, fourth and soon to be fifth dimensional
genetic beings and races, and the Earth dinosaur races they created
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